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Navigating the Heightened Risks of Fraud and Other
Illicit Activities During the COVID-19 Pandemic
Including Considerations for Auditing Financial Statements
This staff publication highlights the heightened risks of fraud arising from the disruptive and uncertain COVID-19 environment and the implications for professional accountants in business, including
accountants in government and professional accountants in public practice, including auditors.
This publication was developed by the Staff of the
South African Independent Regulatory Board for

This document
complements
the CPA Canada
& IESBA joint
Staff Publication,
COVID-19 and
Evolving Risks for
Money Laundering,
Terrorist Financing
and Cybercrime.

Auditors (IRBA) under the auspices of a Working Group
formed by the International Ethics Standards Board for
Accountants (IESBA) and national ethics standard setters
(NSS) from Australia, Canada, China, South Africa, the
UK and the US.1 In addition to the contributions from the
Working Group, and IESBA Staff, the publication has also
benefited from the input of the Staff of the International
Auditing and Assurance Standards Board (IAASB).

The Working Group’s charge is to develop implementation support

TA B L E O F CO N T E N T S

resources to assist professional accountants in effectively applying
the International Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants
(including International Independence Standards) (the Code) when
facing circumstances created by the COVID-19 pandemic.
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1. The NSS are the Australian Accounting Professional & Ethical Standards Board, Chartered Professional Accountants of Canada, the Chinese Institute
of Certified Public Accountants, the South African Independent Regulatory Board for Auditors, the UK Financial Reporting Council, and the American
Institute of Certified Public Accountants.
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Introduction
Disruptions, breakdown in supply chains, job losses and financial

The unprecedented environment created by the pandemic could

distress are being experienced across the globe due to the COVID-19

provide new opportunities for fraud that remains undetected for

pandemic. As a result, many entities and their stakeholders are

a long period, causing more financial hardships for its victims.

experiencing financial, operational and personal difficulties.

On the flip side, major crises can act like receding tides, exposing

Due to the pressures and significant uncertainty associated with
the pandemic, entities are exploring avenues to remain as going

what has been hidden from view. This pandemic, therefore, may
expose fraudulent activities that were previously concealed.

concerns, keep operational stability, and drive sustainability

Supported by a robust Code, professional accountants can play

and growth in the longer term. Those avenues might create

an ethical leadership role in helping to minimize the incidence

opportunities for illegal and fraudulent activities.

of fraud and to identify and respond to instances of fraud or
suspected fraud in the public interest.

The Fraud Triangle
The fraud triangle2 is a frequently referenced model for explaining the factors that are present when fraud occurs. These factors are divided into (i) opportunities;
(ii) incentives and pressures; and (iii) attitudes and rationalizations. The COVID-19 pandemic and the recent global developments have made many organizations
more susceptible to all three factors.

Opportunities:
Circumstances exist that provide an
opportunity for fraud to be perpetrated.

Attitudes & Rationalization:
Those involved in the fraud are
able to rationalize committing
a fraudulent act.

Incentives & Pressures:
Management or employees have
an incentive or are under pressure,
real or perceived, which provides a
reason to commit the fraud.

Opportunities relate to circumstances that exist and which

Distracted management amidst time pressure. The pandemic

provide an opportunity for fraud to be perpetrated. The current

has brought about several unexpected variables that disaster

environment has given rise to a number of such opportunities,

recovery plans may not have taken into consideration. As

including the following:

management efforts turn to crisis management, mitigation of
spread of infection and near-term sustainability of operations,

Large amounts of funds being made available. Governments,

this distraction and shift of focus from pre-pandemic operational

international financial institutions, development agencies, and

priorities may result in opportunities for misappropriation.

others have announced large packages of financial assistance

Additionally, there has been an increased need to accelerate

in the form of grants and other funding to address the health

decision-making to minimize the health and financial impacts

and economic impacts of the pandemic. The large sums involved

of the pandemic. The resultant innovative ideas and agility have

present an attractive target to those looking to perpetrate fraud.

allowed for greater responsiveness to the demands of the crisis

2. Click here to access additional information about the fraud triangle and general fraud resources developed by the Association of Certified Fraud Examiners.
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for many entities. However, while a focus on timely and proactive

financial distress, facing severe cash flow shortages, and some

decisions has been necessary, appropriate controls, policies and

have halted their operations as a result of lockdown or other

procedures, due diligence and oversight may be overlooked.

pandemic-related measures. The desire of businesses to minimize
financial losses and remain going concerns have given rise to

Continuing effectiveness of internal controls. The agility and

both incentives and pressures to commit fraud. In addition,

flexibility of management have allowed many entities to pivot

the surge in demand for PPE and therapeutics has also created

to alternative work methods, such as work-from-home, during

incentives for entities to exploit such demand for quick, illicit

the pandemic. This has allowed entities to remain open for

financial gain.

business, with the agile and flexible work methods contributing
to business sustainability over the prolonged lockdown periods.

Attitudes and Rationalizations. Attitudes and rationalizations

However, these methods, often involving use of technology to

provide the justifications for those involved in fraud to commit

enable a virtual work environment, may create challenges to the

the fraudulent act. The pressures and business disruptions

effectiveness of the pre-existing internal control environment.

caused by COVID-19 are unprecedented. As such, management
may be tempted to consider various methods to remain in

Significant market opportunities. The surge in demand for

business and avoid job cuts or future cash flow difficulties.

personal protective equipment (PPE) and therapeutics during the

This may be reasoned as a decision for the “greater good”.

pandemic has given rise to significant opportunities for unethical

However, if these methods are fraudulent, rationalizing the

players to exploit the market disruption, whether through the

decisions made may be a “slippery slope” leading management

marketing of PPE that does not meet safety standards or through

to behave unethically. It should be clear that it is in the best

other means.

interests of every entity, its partners, and employees to uphold
the highest standards of ethical behavior during this time.

Incentives and Pressures Fraud is more likely to occur when
management and/or employees have an incentive or are under
pressure, real or perceived, to “cross the line” and commit a
fraudulent act. The pandemic has adversely impacted entities
and economies in a variety of ways. Many businesses are under

How Can the International Standards Help?
The Code’s fundamental principles are relevant to all accountants
May 7, 2020

COVID-19: Ethics and Independence Considerations
Foreword from IESBA Chairman
Disruption of production, loss of business and employment, financial
distress are becoming economic landmarks of the global COVID-19
pandemic. Revitalization and growth will surely follow the present
economic malaise, once the health crisis is securely behind us.
Being honest, competent and objective are virtues heavily valued in
adversity for all professionals. Professional accountants are advantaged
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With sudden uncertainty, circumstances change rapidly and unexpectedly. Professional accountants
must be flexible, alert and skeptical to maintain fidelity to the fundamental principles. Auditors must
be ready to reevaluate the level of threats and revisit actions they take to maintain independence.
In serious crisis, companies and organizations have to change quickly ways of working—going digital
is the foremost example—and need help to seek special public or private assistance. Professional

This Questions and Answers (Q&A)
publication was developed by the Staff
of the International Ethics Standards

accountants will of course advise and support their employing organizations or their clients to

Board for Accountants (IESBA) to highlight

adjust and recover; however, they must balance advice and support with avoidance of all pressures

aspects of the International Code of Ethics

to act contrary to their ethical responsibilities. Intensified communication with those charged with

for Professional Accountants (including

governance will prove essential in the circumstances.

International Independence Standards)

Accountants in the public sector also need to intensify focus on ethical duties. The crisis is

navigating ethics and independence

(the Code) that might be relevant in

necessitating rapid expansion of governments’ financial interventions. Public sector actions will

challenges and risks as a result of the

involve important choices in pursuit of policies combining public health, economic and social goals.

COVID-19 pandemic.

The quality of information will be critical in decision-making, evaluating policy outcomes and
maintaining fiscal integrity.

This publication does not amend or
override the Code, the text of which alone

This IESBA staff alert includes questions and answers to guide all users of the Code who come face

is authoritative. Reading this publication

to face with the large and small dilemmas of the present adversity. Thanking the IESBA staff for this

is not a substitute for reading the Code.

timely effort, I also want to assure that we will remain close to the voices of all our stakeholders
through this crisis that is testing and changing all of us.

The Q&As are not meant to be exhaustive
and reference to the Code itself should
always be made. This publication does
not constitute an authoritative or official
pronouncement of the IESBA.

Dr. Stavros Thomadakis
ESBA Chairman

The May 2020 IESBA
Staff Q&As publication,
COVID-19: Ethics
and Independence
Considerations, includes
a discussion of important
considerations to bear in
mind regarding compliance
with the fundamental
principles in the COVID-19
environment and in
applying the Code’s
conceptual framework.

and the IAASB’s International Standards are relevant to auditors in
navigating opportunities, incentives and pressures, and attitudes
and rationalizations that lead to fraudulent behaviors.

Applying the Conceptual Framework
The Code’s conceptual framework can help professional
accountants navigate the heightened risks of fraud that
are increasingly prevalent during the COVID-19 pandemic.
Accountants should be watchful for any opportunities, incentives
and pressures and changes in attitudes and rationalizations that
could create or heighten one or more threats to compliance with
the fundamental principles.
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As further discussed in the “Auditing Financial Statements
and the Increased Risk of Fraud” section below, professional

Self-intrest
threat

accountants performing audits, reviews and other assurance
engagements are required to exercise professional skepticism,

Self-review
threat

Self-intrest
threat

Family threat

Intimidation
threat

Advocacy
threat

which includes a critical assessment of evidence.

Australian authorities reveal
alleged fraud of early access to
superannuation
May, 2020

Click image to read more

The evolving nature of the pandemic means that facts and

NOCLAR

circumstances are susceptible to sudden change. Under the

Professional accountants need to be alert to the opportunities

conceptual framework, professional accountants are required

for fraud created by the current environment. The Code

to remain alert for new information and changes in facts and

establishes a comprehensive framework to respond to non-

circumstances. Where that information or changes in facts

compliance with laws and regulations (NOCLAR) or suspected

and circumstances might impact whether a threat has been

NOCLAR (see Section 260 for accountants in business and

eliminated or reduced to an acceptable level (which may be

Section 360 for accountants in public practice). Accountants

common in the COVID-19 environment), the accountant shall

have a responsibility to not only respond to, but also be alert

re-evaluate and address that threat (see R120.9 to 120.9 A2).

for, NOCLAR or suspected NOCLAR. The COVID-19 pandemic
creates increased opportunities for fraudulent activity, including:

The sudden changes arising from the pandemic might affect
the reliability of information or amplify uncertainties, which
might affect key judgments and conclusions that professional
accountants make with respect to preparing, presenting,

• Fraudulent applications for government support
• Procurement and product fraud
• Benefit fraud, including fake claims

reviewing, and auditing financial information. It is important

• Impersonation fraud

that accountants have an inquiring mind in undertaking their

• Electronic fraud

professional activities, particularly during these turbulent times.
Among other matters, an inquiring mind helps in:

• Insurance fraud
• Financial statement fraud

• Obtaining and understanding information relevant
for making reliable judgments.
• Making informed decisions and challenging the views
of others, as appropriate.
• Assessing the validity or integrity of information,

Fraud schemes and investigations
amid the COVID-19 pandemic
July 2020

including the source of the information and the
appropriateness of its presentation.

Click image to read more

• Exercising professional judgment that is informed by
thoughtful consideration of all known and relevant
available information.

In times of crisis, incidences of fraud and dishonest behavior invariably increase. The health and economic crisis caused
by the COVID-19 pandemic is no exception.
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Click on the images below to learn more by reading the relevant installments
of the Exploring the IESBA Code publication series.

Installment 6: Conflicts
of Interest

EXPLORING THE IESBA CODE

This publication addresses professional accountants in business
(PAIBs). Installment 9 will address this topic relative to auditors and
other professional accountants in public practice.

A distinguishing mark of the accountancy profession is its acceptance
of responsibility to act in the public interest. Professional accountants
might come across situations where they determine, or suspect, that
their employing organization or a client is not compliant with laws
or regulations. The Code’s fundamental principles of integrity and
professional behavior require accountants to respond to non-compliance
with laws and regulations (NOCLAR) by taking appropriate action,
putting the interests of the public first.

A core responsibility of professional accountants (PAs)
is to ensure that the work they do and the decisions they
make are conducted in the interest of the client, employer,
and the public, rather than on the basis of self-interest.
As trusted advisors, PAs are required to properly manage
conflicts of interest that arise. They cannot allow a conflict

Click image to read more

to compromise their professional or business judgment.

Conflicts of interest are not, in and of themselves,
breaches of the Code.
PAs are actively engaged in the business community in a
wide variety of roles, and this breadth of involvement can
sometimes lead to situations where conflicts of interest
arise. It is important to recognize, however, that being
in a conflict of interest situation does not automatically
mean that a PA is in breach of the Code. Conflicts of
interest are not always avoidable and can create threats
to compliance with the fundamental principles and
independence. Such conflicts can be effectively dealt
with by applying the conceptual framework to identify,
evaluate, and address threats.

When a PAIB becomes aware of, or suspects that
NOCLAR has occurred or might occur, the PAIB is
required to take action on a timely basis, having
regard to the nature of the matter and the potential
for harm to the employing organization, investors,
creditors, employees and the general public. The
PAIB needs to:

Conflicts of interest relate most closely to the principle of objectivity. The Code prohibits
all PAs from compromising their professional or business judgment because of bias,
conflict of interest, or undue influence of others.
Perceived conflicts of interest are just as important to address as real ones.
Perceived conflicts of interest can erode trust and damage the reputation of the PA and
the profession overall. To evaluate perceived conflicts of interest, PAs are required to
apply the reasonable and informed third party test.

REMAIN ALERT

• Understand and comply with the Code as well as
legal and regulatory provisions in their jurisdiction
that differ or go beyond those in the Code (e.g.,
requirements to report the matter to authorities, or
prohibitions on alerting the employing organization
that action is being taken).

PAs are expected to remain alert to changes in circumstances (such as
activities, interests, and relationships) that might create conflicts of interest.
This helps ensure that such conflicts are identified and addressed promptly.

• Consider any existing protocols and procedures within
their organization that offer guidance to address
NOCLAR (e.g., ethics and whistleblowing policies).

Examples of relevant laws and regulations include those
that deal with:
• Fraud, corruption and bribery
• Banking and other financial products/services
• Data protection
• Environmental protection
• Securities markets and trading
• Money laundering, terrorist financing and proceeds of crime
• Tax and pension liabilities/payments
• Public health and safety
What about confidentiality?
• Disclosure of NOCLAR to an appropriate authority will
not be considered a breach of the duty of confidentiality
with respect to the PAIB’s employer.
• The PAIB must act in good faith and exercise caution
when making statements and assertions.

Installment 7: Inducements,
Including Gifts and Hospitality

EXPLORING THE IESBA CODE

In some cultures, the exchange of gifts and hospitality
can be an important factor in building and strengthening
business relationships. At the same time, however, these and
other inducements can threaten a professional accountant’s
(PA’s) ability to be objective and act with integrity. Proper
checks and balances are needed to safeguard professional
behavior in the public interest.

The Code deals with the topic of inducement as follows:

What is an inducement?

Inducements that violate local
laws or regulations
(See NOCLAR provisions)
(Section 260 for PAIBs and
Section 360 for PAPPs)

All other inducements,
including gifts and hospitality
(see Section 250 for PAIBs and
Section 340 for PAPPs)

Inducements that are
employment incentives based
on financial performance
(See Section 240)

Inducements occurring in
an audit or other assurance
setting (see Sections 420
and Section 906)

Obligations of a PAIB are based on
role/seniority
The Code recognizes that different roles
within an organization come with different
levels of influence, authority, and access
to information. Accordingly, a higher level
of obligation is placed on Senior PAIBs
because they are decision-makers who
can exert significant influence in their
organizations. A Senior PAIB could have
the title of CFO or VP of Finance, but
more important than a title is the level of
influence that the individual exerts. More
junior PAIBs who don’t have the same
degree of influence, have proportionately
lower obligations if they become aware of,
or suspect NOCLAR.

This publication addresses professional accountants in
public practice (PAPPs). Installment 8 addresses this
topic relative to public accountants in business.

A distinguishing mark of the accountancy profession is its acceptance
of responsibility to act in the public interest. Professional accountants
might come across situations where they determine, or suspect,
that their employing organization or a client is not compliant with
laws or regulations. The Code’s fundamental principles of integrity
and professional behavior require accountants to respond to
non-compliance with laws and regulations (NOCLAR) by taking
appropriate action, putting the interests of the public first.

Click image to read more

We often think of inducements as having
monetary value, but they can also include offers of
preferential treatment or even appeals to friendship
or loyalty. The fact that no money is involved does
not necessarily lessen the threats created.
Family Matters
PAs are required to remain alert to threats caused
by immediate or close family members offering or
being offered inducements. For example, a PA’s
spouse might be offered a job by a client. If there
is an actual or perceived intention to improperly
influence behavior, the PA is required to advise
the family member to not offer or accept the
inducement.

When a PAPP becomes aware of, or
suspects, that NOCLAR has occurred
or might occur, the PAPP is required to
alert management or, where appropriate,
those charged with governance.
• The objective is to enable the client
to rectify, remediate, or mitigate the
consequences of the identified or
suspected non-compliance (or deter
the commission of the non-compliance
if it has not yet occurred).
• The PAPP is also required to take
further action as appropriate in the
public interest.

Examples of relevant laws and regulations include those
that deal with:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fraud, corruption, and bribery
Banking and other financial products/services
Data protection
Tax and pension liabilities/payments
Environmental protection
Securities markets and trading
Money laundering, terrorist financing and proceeds of crime
Public health and safety

Some laws and regulations (such as financial reporting or
tax laws) might have a direct effect on the client’s financial
statements. In other situations, the laws or regulations might
not impact financial statements, but compliance might be
critical to the operating aspects of the client’s business, to
its ability to continue its business, or avoid material penalties
(such as environmental regulations).

Laws and Regulations
[for PAIBs]
Click image to read more

Installment 9: Responding
to Non-Compliance with

EXPLORING THE IESBA CODE
Installment 9: Responding to Non-Compliance with Laws and Regulations [for PAPPs]

Installment 7: Inducements, Including Gifts and Hospitality

Under the IESBA Code, “Inducements” refers
to to anything that is used to influence another
individual’s behavior. Sometimes, this influence
is just part of natural business relationshipbuilding, but other times the intent behind
the inducement is to improperly influence
someone to act unethically. Inducements can
range from customary hospitality exchanged
between business colleagues, to illegal acts
such as bribery. In this installment, we explore
inducements that do not violate local laws
or regulations (as addressed in the NOCLAR
provisions of the Code).

to Non-Compliance with

EXPLORING THE IESBA CODE
Installment 8: Responding to Non-Compliance with Laws and Regulations [for PAIBs]

Installment 6: Conflicts of Interest

Installment 8: Responding

Laws and Regulations
[for PAPPs]

Greater Obligations for Auditors
Because of the nature of audit and review engagements
and the public’s expectations of such engagements,
PAPPs providing such engagements have higher
obligations than PAPPs engaged in work other than
audits and reviews.
Auditors must also comply with ISA 250, which
addresses audit-specific requirements for considering
laws and regulations.
What about confidentiality?

Click image to read more

• Disclosure of NOCLAR to an appropriate authority
will not be considered a breach of the duty of
confidentiality.
• The PA must act in good faith and exercise caution
when making statements and assertions, and
consider whether to inform the client.

NOCLAR

Inducements, including Gifts and Hospitality

pressure to result in a breach to the fundamental principles and

During turbulent times, it is not uncommon for employing

shall not exert pressure on others that would lead to a breach

organizations and firms to use inducements as a means of

of the fundamental principles (see Section 270). Examples of

boosting morale or influencing the behavior of their direct reports

COVID-19-related pressures include:

and colleagues. Inducements might be permissible if they do not
cause the recipient to act in an unethical manner. For some roles,
however, employees may be more susceptible to bribery and
corruption. Professional Accountants are prohibited from offering
or accepting inducements with the intent to improperly influence
the behavior of the recipient. Offering or accepting inducements
where the intent is to improperly influence the behavior of the
recipient will result in a breach of the fundamental principle of
integrity. Accountants should also be aware of the relevant laws
and regulations in their jurisdictions and comply with them.

• Pressure to influence the preparation and presentation of
information to present a false picture of the viability of
business operations or valuation of assets and liabilities
• For auditors, pressure to accept management judgements
which may not be reasonable or evidence-based
• Pressure related to the acceptance of inducements to
behave unethically
• Pressure from intimidation by parties affected by the impact
of the pandemic to achieve a desired outcome

Pressure

• Pressure to turn a blind eye to unethical behavior

Employing organizations, firms and individual professional

• Pressure to act without sufficient expertise or due care

accountants are experiencing significant pressures during
the COVID-19 pandemic. In some cases, these pressures can
potentially compromise the accountant’s ability to comply with

• Pressure relating to putting personal/business interests ahead
of the public interest

the fundamental principles of ethics. Accountants shall not allow

During the COVID-19 pandemic, professional accountants need to be especially mindful of the need to be adaptable and should
always ensure that they have the right level of training, expertise, and experience in undertaking their professional activities.
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Auditing Financial Statements and the Increased Risk of Fraud
Auditing in the COVID-19 environment carries unique challenges

Opportunity. Breakdowns in internal control or adaptations to

in addition to the considerations for professional accountants set

controls to accommodate a different working environment have

out above. The economic downturn has affected all entities in

presented more opportunity for fraudulent financial reporting or

some way – for many there will be concerns about the viability of

misappropriation of assets. For example:

the entity and whether it can navigate the current circumstances.

• Remote working has impacted

The combination of health and financial threats has made people

internal control and may have left

more vulnerable and has created more opportunity for fraud,
which in turn results in heightened risks of material misstatement
of financial statements. Obtaining audit evidence may also be

Audit
focus area:

more challenging in the current COVID-19 environment as many

Internal

businesses have moved to remote working, with a consequential

controls

impact on controls over financial reporting.

and
management

Fraud Risks

override of

The auditor considers fraud risk factors to help identify risks of
material misstatement arising from fraud. In doing so, the auditor

controls

areas previously controlled exposed,
as have other shifts in resources
(such as job cuts with fewer
employees to undertake the work).
• Supply chains have changed—
different third parties and different
exposures may result in heightened
risks of fraud.
• Financial aid from governments

also considers the three ‘sides’ of the previously described fraud

and local authorities have given rise

risk triangle from an audit perspective:

to new transaction flows and may
result in new opportunities for fraud.

Incentives / Pressures. As financial situa-

• Available audit evidence may be different to what the

tions have deteriorated, both for businesses

auditor has previously obtained including in terms of the

and their employees, the incentive or pres-

nature, sources, access and use of information, and may

sure to commit fraud may have increased.
Employees may feel pressured due to new
constraints on their time, as more employees
work from home and struggle to balance

Audit
focus area:
Journal entries

work with other responsibilities. This may be
exacerbated by further reductions in workforces, adding further work responsibilities
for already stretched employees. Financial
difficulties may also add additional pressures. Management may

not be as relevant or as reliable as what was previously
used. This can create different challenges in relation to
evaluating the relevance and reliability of information.
• Increased data security risks from working remotely may
have allowed greater infiltration of technology- driven
frauds from external parties, as well as increased internal
risks from the move to remote working.
• A shift in focus by management and those charged with

feel pressured to modify or misstate the financial performance and

governance to address more immediate needs of the

financial position of the entity in order to achieve targets, avoid

business such as financial and operational matters rather

bankruptcy or foreclosure, sustain the customer base, raise debt

than focusing on compliance matters may have resulted

or equity financing or qualify for government assistance.

in a weakened control environment.

Rationalization. As highlighted above, fraudulent activities could be rationalized in the current environment as helping the entity
to survive, or for personal reasons (for example, rationalizing to oneself that they will pay the entity back once things return to
normal), due to the downturn in the economy. Rationalization can manifest in different ways and at different levels of the entity–at
the highest level involving management and those charged with governance, and at the operational level in relation to tasks and
functions that may be particularly exposed, including where there may be collusion with third parties.downturn in the economy.
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Planning and Performing the Audit

NOCLAR

In the COVID-19 environment, some fraud risk factors may

As already highlighted, the risk of NOCLAR is also heightened

have been magnified as explained above. Although risk
identification and assessment may have been completed at the
start of the audit, as the environment continues to change,
auditors should continually be considering whether the
identification and assessment of fraud risks remains the same
throughout the audit, or whether further changes are needed.
In response, changes may be required in relation to the design
and performance of audit procedures for specific classes of

in the current environment. Entities may need to participate in
various forms of economic stimulus funding, with regulations
that are often unclear. There may be a heightened risk of
inadvertent or intentional non-compliance because of the lack of
clarity, as well as the short submission periods and the fact that
accessing such funding (or making such applications) is new for
many of those involved in the process.

transactions, account balances or disclosures.

Auditing Accounting Estimates

Another important consideration relates

due to fraud, when auditing accounting estimates (accounting

There is a heightened risk of material misstatement, including
estimates may often relate to revenue recognition, allowance

to the information provided by the client,
which may be in a different format than

Audit focus

what has previously been used. Auditors

area:

may need to apply additional, or different,

Relevance and

procedures to determine whether the
information to be used as audit evidence

reliability of
audit evidence

is relevant and reliable, and to evaluate

obtained

whether sufficient and appropriate audit
evidence has been obtained.

subjectivity. The presence of subjectivity gives rise to the need
for judgment by management, and therefore the susceptibility
to unintentional or intentional management bias. Where there is
intention to mislead, management bias is fraudulent in nature.

The impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the external and
internal environment for all entities is widespread. As a result,
there is an increased likelihood that the design and operation of

of management and those charged with

internal controls related to financial reporting has been impacted

governance with regard to what they have

and those charged with governance is

have some degree of estimation uncertainty, which gives rise to

of Internal Control

It is essential to understand the actions

effective communication with management

assets, financial instruments etc.). All accounting estimates

The Auditor’s Understanding of the System

Communication with Management and
Those Charged with Governance

done to mitigate fraud risks. Regular and

for doubtful debts, impairment of assets, in particular intangible

Audit focus
area:
Communications

critical because events and changes are
occurring at a rapid pace and may impact
the audit.

Professional Skepticism

as has the control environment (new reporting lines, different
responsibilities, different focus).
Understanding the impact of the changes on all of the
components of the entity’s system of internal control is vital
to the audit work to respond to possible risks of material
misstatement arising from fraud. In considering whether changes
are needed to the auditor’s planned work, and especially if the
auditor is relying on the operating effectiveness of controls, it is

Professional skepticism is vital when planning and performing

important to consider the impact of the pandemic on controls

the audit, but particularly in the current circumstances – to

throughout the period under audit.

have a questioning mind, to be alert to conditions that may be
a possible indicator of risks arising from fraud or contradictory
audit evidence, and to perform a critical assessment of the audit
evidence that is obtained.
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For example, as the pandemic started, and entities had
to adjust quickly to working in a different (often remote)
environment, the need to make changes and implement
new controls, or supplement existing controls, may have put
additional pressures on entities already struggling with the
rapid changes. The operation of the entity’s controls may
have been suspended or delayed, and workaround processes
may have been inadequate or insufficiently controlled at
the time. Notwithstanding that at the start of the period
the entity’s controls may have been functioning, and many
of the issues and challenges overcome by the end of the
reporting period, it is essential that the time during which the
significant changes took place are considered, in particular
for fraud risk factors. Changes and disruptions during
specific time periods may indicate higher risks of material
misstatement due to fraud, which would impact the auditor’s
design and performance of further audit procedures.

What Now?
As a professional accountant you have many responsibilities, as
mentioned above. While this realization may be intimidating,
it can also be inspiring. This time of crisis is an opportunity for
accountants to be looked at and admired as ethical leaders, and
to demonstrate that they uphold the public interest. Accountants
have a wide-ranging role in society and as a result, their skills
and values can bring positive change through their work. The
following are important reminders:
Be alert: The risks of fraudulent activities have increased
significantly. Remain alert to threats to compliance with the
fundamental principles. Professional accountants may be required
to reconsider safeguards and the expectations of a reasonable and
informed third-party.
Be an advocate for the public interest: Reminding others of
these threats and helping them to identify these issues timely will
assist in the longer-term viability and success of their employing
organizations and clients. Add ethical considerations as a regular
feature to written and verbal communications to continually
amplify the messaging.
Increase awareness: Professional accountants are encouraged
to promote these and other publications. This may help create
awareness of ethics issues.
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Relevant Resources
IESBA Guidance for Professional Accountants During the COVID-19 Pandemic
Joint Staff of CPA Canada & IESBA Publication, COVID-19 and Evolving Risks for Money Laundering, Terrorist Financing and Cyberthreats
Joint Staff of AICPA, IESBA and IAASB Publication, Using Specialists in the COVID-19 Environment: Including Considerations for Involving
Specialists in Audits of Financial Statements.
Joint Staff of APESB and IESBA Publication, Applying the Code’s Conceptual Framework in COVID-19 Circumstances: Scenarios in Taxation
and Valuation Services
Staff of IESBA Questions and Answers: COVID-19: Ethics & Independence Considerations

IAASB Guidance for Auditors During the COVID-10 Pandemic
Staff Audit Practice Alerts:
Review Engagements on Interim Financial Information in the Current Evolving Environment due to COVID-19
Auditing Accounting Estimates in the Current Evolving Environment due to COVID-19
Auditor Reporting in the Current Evolving Environment due to COVID-19
Subsequent Events in the Current Evolving Environment – Audit Considerations for the Impact of COVID-19
Going Concern Auditor Reporting in the Current Evolving Environment – Audit Considerations for the Impact of COVID-19
Highlighting Areas of Focus in an Evolving Audit Environment due to the Impact of COVID-19

International Federation of Accountants & its Network Partners
Exploring the IESBA Code publication series:
Installment 7: Inducements
Installment 8: Responding to Non-Compliance with Laws and Regulations [for PAIBs]
Installment 9: Responding to Non-Compliance with Laws and Regulations [for PAPPs]
Installment 10: Pressure to Breach the Fundamental Principles
Fighting Corruption Requires Accountants to Act: Here’s How
CPA Canada
COVID-19 fraud alert: Be on the lookout

COVID-19 Resource Webpages
(Access COVID-19 Resources by clicking on the images below)

IRBA
COVID-19 Resources for Auditors

IESBA
COVID19: Ethics & Independence
Consideration

IAASB
Guidance for Auditors During
the Coronavirus Pandemic

About the IRBA
The Independent Regulatory Board for Auditors (IRBA) is the statutory body controlling that part of the accountancy profession involved
with public accountancy in South Africa. Its strategic focus is to protect the financial interests of the public by ensuring that only
suitably qualified individuals are admitted to the auditing profession and that registered auditors deliver services of the highest quality
and adhere to the highest ethics standards.
About the IESBA
The International Ethics Standards Board for Accountants (IESBA) is an independent global standard-setting board. The IESBA’s mission
is to serve the public interest by setting ethics standards, including auditor independence requirements, which seek to raise the bar
for ethical conduct and practice for all professional accountants through a robust, globally operable International Code of Ethics for
Professional Accountants (including International Independence Standards) (the Code).
About IAASB
The International Auditing and Assurance Standards Board (IAASB) develops auditing and assurance standards and guidance for use by
all professional accountants under a shared standard-setting process involving the Public Interest Oversight Board, which oversees the
activities of the IAASB, and the IAASB Consultative Advisory Group, which provides public interest input into the development of the
standards and guidance.

Key Contacts

IRBA, IESBA, IAASB and IFAC do not accept responsibility for loss caused to any person who
acts or refrains from acting in reliance on the material in this publication, whether such loss is
caused by negligence or otherwise.

Saadiya Adam, Senior Professional Manager, IRBA
sadam@irba.co.za

The International Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants™ (including International
Independence Standards™) is published by, and copyright of, IFAC.

Ken Siong, Senior Technical Director, IESBA

Diane Jules, Deputy Director, IESBA

International Standards on Auditing, International Standards on Assurance Engagements,
International Standards on Review Engagements, International Standards on Related Services,
International Standards on Quality Control, International Auditing Practice Notes and other
IAASB publications are published by, and copyright of, IFAC.

dianejules@ethicsboard.org

The ‘Independent Regulatory Board for Auditors (IRBA)’ logo is a registered trademark of IRBA.

Willie Botha, Technical Director,

The ‘International Ethics Standards Board for Accountants’, ‘International Code of Ethics for
Professional Accountants (including International Independence Standards)’, ‘International
Federation of Accountants’, ‘IESBA’, ‘IFAC’, the IESBA logo, and IFAC logo are trademarks of
IFAC, or registered trademarks and service marks of IFAC in the US and other countries.

kensiong@ethicsboard.org

williebotha@iaasb.org
Beverley Bahlmann, Deputy Director, IAASB

The ‘International Auditing and Assurance Standards Board’, ‘International Standards on
Auditing’, ‘International Standards on Review Engagements’, ‘International Standards on
Related Services’, ‘International Standards on Quality Control’, ‘International Auditing Practice
Notes’, ‘IAASB’, ‘ISA’, ‘ISAE’, ISRE, ISRS, IAPN, and IAASB logo are trademarks of IFAC, or
registered trademarks and service marks of IFAC in the US and other countries.

beverleybahlmann@iaasb.org
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